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A linear system in two dimensions is studied. The coefficients are 2?-periodic in
three angles, %j , j=1, 2, 3, and these angles are linear with respect to time, with
incommensurable frequencies. The system has positive Lyapunov coefficients and
the rotation number changes in a continuous way when some parameter moves.
A lift to T3_R2, however, is only of class L p, for any p<2.  2000 Academic Press
Consider a class of linear differential equations
M4 =A(t) M, t # R, (1)
where M # Sl(2, R), A(t) # sl(2, R) and * =ddt. Corresponding evolutions
frequently occur as fundamental solutions of second order equations of Hill
(or Schro dinger) type
x +q(t) x=0. (2)
Generically also the converse is true: the equation (1) can be associated to
a second order equation of the form (2). Compare [4] for a discrete
analogue with 2 frequencies.
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1. PRELIMINARIES
Presently we consider an example of this where
M(t; t0)=C(t) \e
*t
0
0
e&*t+ C(t0)&1, (3)
for *>0, where C(t) # SO(2, R). First note that this flow is reducible, in
the sense that the transformation C renders it into a flow generated by the
constant matrix
\*0
0
&*+ .
Let us further specify
C(t)=\v1 (t)v2 (t)
&v2 (t)
v1 (t) + with v21+v22 #1. (4)
Lemma 1. The flow (3) is generated by the linear differential equation
(1) where
A=\ *(v
2
1&v
2
2)
2*v1v2&w
2*v1v2+w
*(v22&v
2
1) + ,
where w=v1v* 2&v2v* 1 and, hence, |w|=|v* |=((v* 1)2+(v* 2)2)12.
Remarks.
1. Since Tr A=0, it follows that A # sl(2, R).
2. By [7] it follows that the function v(t) and hence both the coef-
ficient matrix A(t) and the transformation C(t) are almost automorphic.
See equation (5), below.
3. Even in the case of quasi-periodic coefficients, the spirit of
Johnson’s Floquet theory is such that one should generally expect almost
automorphic reducibility rather than almost periodic reducibility (see also
[5]). The present example, with almost automorphic coefficients, also
meets with this expectation.
Proof. Differentiation of (3) gives
M4 (t; t0)=_C4 \e
*t
0
0
e&*t++C \
*e*t
0
0
*e&*t+& C(t0)&1
=_C4 +C \*0
0
&*+&\
e*t
0
0
e&*t+ C(t0)&1.
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Using the explicit form (4) of C we so obtain
M4 =\v* 1+*v1v* 2+*v2
&v* 2+*v2
v* 1&*v1 +\
e*t
0
0
e&*t+ C(t0)&1.
Next use that, by construction,
\e
*t
0
0
e&*t+=C&1 (t) M(t; t0) C(t0),
so to obtain
M4 =\v* 1+*v1v* 2+*v2
&v* 2+*v2
v* 1&*v1 +\
v1
&v2
v2
v1+ M.
It only remains to determine the coefficient matrix A=A(t) as the product
A=\v* 1+*v1v* 2+*v2
&v* 2+*v2
v* 1&*v1 +\
v1
&v2
v2
v1+ .
Using that by (4) we have v21+v
2
2 #1 and therefore both
v1v* 1+v2v* 2=0 and |v* 2v1&v* 1v2 |= |v* |,
we immediately arrive at the desired form. K
Lemma 2. 1. For fixed t, the map M(t; t0), as an area preserving map
of R2, has Lyapunov exponent *.
2. If C(t) rotates with average angular velocity \, then the rotation
number of M(t; t0) exists and is equal to \.
The proof of both claims is elementary.
2. LAPLACE CONSTRUCTION OF C
We now further specify the matrix C=C(t), using a construction to
study the well known Laplace problem on the mean motion of the perihelia
of the planets, compare [1, 3]. We describe this specification in a number
of steps.
1. One ingredient consists of three complex numbers A1 , A2 and A3 ,
such that for all permutation, ( j, k, l), of the set [1, 2, 3] one has
|Aj |<|Ak |+|Al |.
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FIG. 1. The triangle with sides |A1 |, |A2 | and |A3 | and corresponding opposite angles
|#1 |, |#2 | and |#3 |.
This condition simply means that |A1 |, |A2 | and |A3 | can serve as the
lengths of the sides of a triangle. Let |#1 |, |#2 | and |#3 | be the correspond-
ing opposite angles in this triangle, see figure 2. Also let .j be the argument
arg Aj , for j=1, 2, 3.
2. Next we need three real numbers (frequencies) |1 , |2 and |3 ,
such that for all k # Z3"[0] one has k1|1+k2|2+k3|3 {0. Consider the
sum
S.; | (t)= :
3
j=1
Aj ei|j (t&t0),
depending on the initial phases .. Then there is a ‘‘bad’’ set of initial phases
B| :=[. # T3 | _t{t0 : S.; | (t)=0]
which is dense in T3 with measure 0.
3. The definition of C=C(t) now is completed as follows. Writing
v=v1+iv2 we identify R2rC. Then, for .  B| , we specify C(t) by choos-
ing
v.; | (t) :=
S.; | (t)
|S.; | (t)|
. (5)
By the Laplace result it follows that v(t) then rotates with average speed
\=
1
?
:
3
j=1
#j |j .
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3. STUDY OF THE SINGULARITIES OF THE EXAMPLE
We have constructed a linear differential equation with t-dependent coef-
ficients, as a Sl(2, R) matrix equation (1) with an equivalent as a second
order ordinary differential equation of Hill format (2). The coefficients
clearly are real analytic in t, provided .  B| . Standard operation proce-
dure would now be to lift t # R over % # T3, writing A(t)=A(t|), or equiv-
alently, q(t)=Q(t|). In reversed order:
%4 =|, %4 =|,
x* = y, M4 =A(%) M, (6)
y* =&Q(%) x,
where %=. at t=t0 .
What is the problem with this? For % # B| /T3, the coefficients A and
Q are not defined. So at the level of Cauchy problems, equation (1) is well-
defined for .  B| . But, in this context, usually there is a continuum of lifts
like (6) projecting down to a Cauchy problem for the original system.
Presently, however, this is not the case.
3.1. Regularity
The question is how regular A (or Q) is as a function on T3. It is surely
not continuous.
Lemma 3. For any p<2, A belongs to L p (T3, sl(2, R)).
Remark. According to the Veech structure theorem, see [6], it
moreover can be shown that A # C(X, sl(2, R)), where X is a fractal
3-torus which an almost 1-cover of T3.
Proof. We first reduce everything to T2, by introducing a co-rotating
frame. Indeed, replacing %1 by %1&|1 (t&t0)&.1 , fixes A1 to the real axis,
while for j=2, 3 the point Aj moves with angular velocity |j&|1 . Then
S.; | (t)=0 
2 :=.2&.1+(|2&|1)(t&t0)=?&|#3 | mod (2?) and
3 :=.3&.1+(|3&|1)(t&t0)=?+|#2 | mod (2?),
that is, in the co-rotating frame, the situation displayed in the figure 1. has
to be avoided. Also the mirror-symmetric case with respect to an horizontal
line and, hence, 2=?+|#3 | w mod (2?) and 3=?&|#2 | mod (2?), has
to be avoided.
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This gives us two points p*, q* on the 2-torus [2 , 3], which should be
missed by the linear flow with velocity
\|2&|1|3&|1+ ,
which also describes the bad set B| in these terms.
We analyze the situation close to the point p*, that is, in the situation
depicted in the figure 1. The other case is similar. Shifting the origin of
time, we can suppose we are in this situation for t&t0=0, and denote the
new time again as t. As in the co-rotating frame we have
S.; | (t)=|A1 |+|A2 | ei((|2&|1) t+?&|#3| )+|A3 | ei((|3&|1) t+?+|#2| ), (7)
the differentiation of (7) at t=0 gives a vector,
i(|2&|1) |A2 | ei(?&|#3| )+i(|3&|1) |A3 | ei(?+|#2| ),
which is different from zero. This gives an open transversality condition.
A suitable deformation and scaling of time gives that the vector S.; | (t)
behaves, locally at p*, as
S.; | (t)=\2=t3=c+ ,
where c is constant with respect to t and we have used again [2 , 3] as
local coordinates in the 2-torus around p*. Therefore, we get for the vector
v the expression
v(t)=\ t(t
2+c2)&12
c(t2+c2)&12+ . (8)
This gives immediately the value w=&c(t2+c2)&1. Going back to the
[2 , 3] variables, we see that the ‘worst’ term in A(%) is of the form
3
22+
2
3
, (9)
the remaining contributions being bounded (and even analytic everywhere
except at p*). The function in (9) is clearly in L p for any p<2, as it is
immediate to check by looking for integrability in polar coordinates
around (2 , 3)=(0, 0).
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To go back to T3, we just note that in any leave, corresponding to any
argument of A1 ei(|1(t&t0)), we have exactly the same situation, and then we
apply Fubini’s theorem.
3.2. Summary
We have a linear system with quasi-periodic coefficients of 3 frequencies,
that is reducible, has positive Lyapunov exponent and varying rotation
number. However, its lift to T3_Sl(2, R), or T3_R2, only is of class L p for
any p<2.
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